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SRI VENKATESWARA COLLEGE
(UNIVERSITY OF DELHI)

EVENT REPORT

NAME OF THE EVENT: A webinar on ‘Taking the road less travelled: Exploring the journey offbeat
career options in science.’

DATE DEPARTMENT COMMITTEE/SOCIETY COORDINATORS’ NAME
8th August 2022 Department of

Zoology
Dr, Anita Verma
Dr. Richa Misra (Convenor)
Dr. Namita Nayyar (Convenor)

TIME VENUE NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS

NATURE: Outdoor/Indoor;
online/offline/hybrid

12:00 PM- 2:00 PM Zoom 71 Online mode
FINANCIAL
SUPPORT/ASSISTANCE
(if any):

Sri Venkateswara College DJY Fund

BRIEF INFORMATION ABOUT THE ACTIVITY

TOPIC/SUBJECT OF
THE ACTIVITY

A webinar on ‘Taking the road less travelled: Exploring the
journey offbeat career options in science.’

OBJECTIVES To create awareness among students regarding some offbeat
career options in field of science like science illustration and story
telling, to give a roadmap for pursuing publishing as a career
option after undergraduation & to clear various doubts of
students regarding career options after graduation

METHODOLOGY Event started at 12:00 PM with introduction of both the speakers,
then talk by the speakers and the question answer session. Finally
with the vote of thanks, the event ended at 2:00 PM.

INVITED SPEAKERS
WITH AFFLIATION
DETAILS
( IF ANY)

Dr. Ipsa Jain
Science Illustrator, Educator & Faculty, Srishti Manipal
Institute of Art, Design and Technology

Ms. Ranjana Sharma
Content development Manager, Elsevier

OUTCOMES The event was very informative for students. They learnt about
illustration and publishing careers. The resource persons of the
webinar explained skilfully about the job opportunities available
for students after graduation in these fields and the various skills
one need to develop for it.
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1. Poster of the event
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2. Permission Letter

3. About the program

3.1 Aim

The main aim of this event was to help undergraduate students choose an offbeat career field in science

that is in tune with their skills and their job expectations.
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3.2 Objectives

To create awareness among students regarding some offbeat career options in field of science

● To encourage students, explore the field of science illustration

● To give a roadmap for pursuing publishing as a career option after under graduation

● To clear various doubts of students regarding career options after graduation

3.3 Content of webinar

The department of zoology, Sri Venkateswara college organised a webinar on "Taking the road less

travelled: Exploring the journey of offbeat career options in science" on August 8, 2022. The webinar was

conducted on the zoom platform from 12pm to 2 pm. It was organised by professors of the zoology

department, Dr. Richa Misra and Dr. Namita Nayyar. There are 5 students of the department, Anshita,

Srianshu, Nishita, Anuvrinda, Shaliini who are volunteers of the event. The webinar was basically for

undergraduate students who are in their career deciding years now. Dr. Ipsa Jain, science illustrator and

educator faculty, Srishti Manipal Institute of art, design and technology and Ms. Ranjana Sharma, content

development manager, were the resource persons for the webinar.

The session began at 12 pm with welcoming of the speakers and audiences. A brief Introduction about

speakers was given by the organisers of the event. After that the first speaker Dr. Ipsa jain was invited for

her talk. In her talk she shared her journey from a science researcher to a science illustrator. She very well

explained about the skills needed to become an illustrator. She shared her experiences of working at

various institutes and motivated students to opt for such an artistic career in science. After her talk many

questions were asked by students which she answered very skilfully and cleared all the doubts of students

about this offbeat career option. After that the other speaker for the day Ms. Ranjana Sharma was invited.

She explained about the various jobs available in publication companies for graduate students. She also

told students about the publications which offer internships to undergraduate students and mentioned the

monetary aspects of this career option. After her talk again a question-and-answer session was held to

clear doubts of students and she very patiently explained everything to students and inspired them to be a

content developer in the field of science.

About 70 students attended this webinar. Overall, the webinar was very informative and interactive. The

students were happy to listen to both the speakers. A feedback form was circulated among students to

further help them out. The session was concluded with the vote of thanks by the organisers of the webinar.

3.4. Programme Schedules

● Welcome of the speakers

● Introduction

● Talk by speakers

● Question & Answer

● Vote of thanks
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3.5. Zoom meeting link: - https://us06web.zoom.us/j/85285757313

4. Short introduction of speakers

4.1 DR. IPSA JAIN

She is a molecular biologist by training. After early training in zoology, she pursued a PhD in Molecular

Oncology at the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. She recently published a science, illustrated, popular

science book on concepts from animal coloration named- ‘Actually, Colour speaks’. She is a science

illustrator who brought her background as a biologist to the world of visual communication and scientific

storytelling. After earning her PhD at the Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore, she did a postdoc where

she transitioned to science communication by creating a book on the science of colour and colour-changing

animals. She currently does freelance science communication and illustration under her own brand,

Ipsawonders.

4.2 MS. RANJANA SHARMA

She holds a Master's degree in the Life Sciences. She has been working in the publishing industry for over 7

years. She started her career interning for Pearson publication and currently she is working at Elsevier. In

her career journey so far She has worked on many books ranging from Science text books to medical

journals. She is very passionate about creating high-quality, easily digestable content for learners. She is

also a certified Instructional Designer and enjoys designing learning tools which are aligned with traditional

and latest trends. She was also a university rank holder in Delhi University in her bachelor degree course.

She has also given teacher training pan India empowering Science teachers to utilise the latest teaching

trends in their classroom study. She has worked under some prominent companies like Pearson, Aptara,

Cambridge University Press and Elsevier.

5. Highlight of events
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6. Outcomes

Overall, the event was very informative for students. Students learnt about illustration and publishing

careers. The resource persons of the webinar explained skilfully about the job opportunities available for

students after graduation in these fields. Students were very happy to learn from them.
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7. Feedback Analysis

8. CERTIFICATE SAMPLE
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